
 BRAND GUIDELINES



FOLLOW OUR LEAD

We love and cherish your brand as much as you do! It’s 
important to us that you maintain a recognizable, iconic, 
and powerful brand image. This guide will give you the 
necessary tools to do so. 



YOUR MOODBOARD

The inspiration for Covered’s branding is sophisticated femininity with a playful note. The handwriting for “Covered” creates an 
approachable, cosmopolitan female persona, while the structured modern serif for “A Luxury Boutique” conveys directness and 
flexibility. The combination of the fonts allows for a stunning balance.

The colors used are a classic mixture of high-contrast neutrals with subtle, seasonally appropriate pops of color. With these colors, 
the Covered brand represents versatility and insightfulness.

Sophisticated Femininity • Approachable • Flexibility • High-Contrast • Versatility • Insightfulness





MINIMUM SIZE

The smallest size your logo should be 
represented is 2 inches wide.



PRIMARY LOGO

This is your primary logo that will be used across primary brand applications. A strong brandmark helps your customers 
recognize Covered online, in print, and on other marketing materials. In addition to increasing professionalism, it is essential to 
the success of your brand that this logo always be applied with care and in accordance with these brand guidelines.

Sophisticated Femininity • Approachable • Flexibility • High-Contrast • Versatility • Insightfulness



ALTERNATIVE LOGOS

Covered’s secondary, or alternative, logos can be used in place of the primary logo when applicable. However, the alternative logo and 
the primary logo should never be used directly next to each other.

The symbols can be used when the primary logo is not necessary, or in cases where the brand name is already displayed.

LOCKUP

A) COVERED CIRCLE

ICONS

B) CIRCULAR
C) COVERED SOLO

BADGES

D) COVERED BADGE



A) COVERED CIRCLE

B) CIRCULAR C) COVERED SOLO

D) ASHTON SENECA BADGE



COLORS AND CONSTRUCTS

Covered’s colors are neutral and high-contrast. For this 
reason, we recommend the modification of color to match the 
following parameters.

A) B)

C) D)



CLEAR SPACE

To ensure legibility, always have a minimum clear space around the 
logo. This clear space isolates the logo from any body copy, 
competing graphic elements, or other logos, as well as makes sure the 
impact of the brand mark is at its highest.

The minimum clear space is defined as the height and width of the V. 
This minimum clear space should be maintained as the logo is 
proportionally resized.



LOGO + PHOTOS

Covered’s logo is designed to be beautiful alone and 
overlaid on images. The logo should work in conjunction 
with the image, not compete with it. In order to best 
achieve a stunning balance, use these tips.

TIPS

1. Photos with an area of solid color work best

2. Images with strong blue hues in them allow for the 
logo to stand out

3. Use a dark overlay to make the logo pop more

4. Avoid busy images or images with too much detail

5. When the photo is light in color, use logo coloration 
A, C, or D. When the photo is dark in color, use logo 
coloration B.



A. Don’t rotate the logo

B. Don’t stretch or squish the logo

C. Don’t place elements inside clear spaces.

D. Don’t resize any part of the logo

E. Don’t rearrange the logo into new compositions

F. Don’t use logo variants next to the primary logo

G. Don’t use off-brand colors

H. Don’t add dropshadows

LOGO GUIDELINES

With every powerful logo comes strict guidelines. These 
rules help you from compromising the overal look of the 
logo by altering in unspecified ways. Here are some 
things that should NEVER be done to your logo.



A)

H)G)

F)E)

D)C)

B)



TYPOGRAPHY

Covered’s typography is a powerful brand tool when used consistently. These typefaces best repesent the whimsy and practicality 
behind the Covered brand. Please use these typefaces across all web and print materials.

COCHIN

Sentence case, Lowercase or Uppercase
Use for body text and low-level headings
Web letter-spacing: .02em
Print kerning: 75

Cochin Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

COVERED

Lowercase
Use for lowercase parts of headings
Web letter-spacing: 0em
Print kerning: 0

Covered
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

COVERED CAPS

Uppercase
Use for headings
Web letter-spacing: 0em
Print kerning: 0

Covered Caps
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ



Covered Caps
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

COLOR PALETTE

Covered’s colors are a crucial part of brand identity. 
Consistent use of brand colors will reinforce the 
cohesiveness of the brand. The colors were selected 
specifically for psychological purposes, in order to 
attribute an emotion to your brand.

Your brand colors will convey balance, confidence, 
pracitcality, and power.

MERCURY

Hex: #e5e5e5
RGB: 229, 229, 229
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 10
Pantone: Cool Gray 2 C

LILY

Hex: #c4a7b0
RGB: 196, 167, 176
CMYK: 0,15,10,23
Pantone: 5015 C

BLACK

Hex: #000000
RGB: 0, 0, 0
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 100
Pantone: Black 6 C

PIRATE GOLD

Hex: ##B97F01
RGB: 185, 127, 1
CMYK: 0, 31, 99, 27
Pantone: 2385 C

ATHENS GRAY

Hex: #f1f1f2
RGB: 241, 241, 242
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 5
Pantone: Cool Gray 1 C





CLOSING REMARKS

When questioning how to use your logo, what kind of images to select, and how to best represent your brand, refer back to this guide. 
If you ever have a question or a modification that needs to be made, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me 
(payge@bloomingpixelcreatives.com). These guidelines are flexible enough to allow for creative use of your logo across different 
platforms, while still allowing for the best possible reflection of your brand. Enjoy!

LOGO DESIGN AND BRANDING BY:

Blooming Pixel Creatives
bloomingpixelcreatives.com


